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Report Text

The Visual Resources Division met at the 2017 Annual Conference in New Orleans and discussed potential programming for the upcoming year. The group proposed a workshop for the 2018 annual conference, “Consulting with Artists: Creating, Describing, and Disseminating the Visual Arts”, which was accepted. The VRD also sponsored an additional “Scope Drift” session that built upon the themes from the sessions over the past two years on the same topic.

There has been ongoing discussion over the past year about instituting a potential name change for the group, as well as a consideration of whether it is still appropriate for the group to be a Division of ARLIS. The incoming leadership would like some assistance from the ARLIS Board in deciding how to proceed with a name change and/or whether it would be appropriate to change the structure of the division to something more appropriate.

Incoming Leadership
Jasmine Burns is stepping down as Moderator and the new leadership is as follows:

Moderator: Jennifer Follen (jfollen@utexas.edu)
Vice Moderator: Jennifer Kishi (jenkishi@gmail.com)